**Product Specification**

Have you ever tried to take multiple items out of your ARB fridge but had nowhere to place them, or finding a clean bench space to cut up lunch. It was out of these needs where the invention of a slide out stainless steel table was born. Completely designed and manufactured in Australia, the ARB Roller Draw table provides simple convenience for touring or worksite applications.

Utilising quality materials and finished in a 304 grade brushed stainless steel finish, the table provides a hygienic surface for a vast array of touring or worksite needs such as food preparation or additional bench space. The stainless steel sliding table attaches to the top of the ARB Outback Solutions roller drawer and can be deployed when the drawer is in either the open or closed position. Available in two different widths, these unique products are compatible with our whole range of roller drawers e.g. RD1355, RD1045 & RD945*.

**Features:**
- 304 grade brushed stainless steel.
- Stainless steel mount rails.
- Easy clean surface.
- Does not interfere with current storage space.
- Easy DIY setup for either home or fitting bays.
- 8kg weight limit.
- Rounded corners for reduced sharp points.

* Not Compatible with Roller Floor Roller Drawer modules
Technical Specifications

- 304 Brushed Stainless steel.
- Stainless steel mounting rails.
- Stainless steel hardware.
- Adjustable Nylon runners.
- Compatible with ARB & Outback Drawers manufactured from 2010.
  - RDTAB1045 suits RD1045.
  - RDTAB1355 suits RD1355 & RD945.

**Table Surface.**
RDTAB1045 = 499mm (L) x 472mm (W) x 19mm (H)
RDTAB1355 = 499mm (L) x 442mm (W) x 19mm (H)

**Packaged Dimensions.**
RDTAB1045 = 740mm (L) x 510mm (W) x 80mm (H), 1.8kg
RDTAB1355 = 740mm (L) x 510mm (W) x 80mm (H), 1.8kg

**Installation**

The table installation is simple to install utilising a standard tool kit. Comprehensive instructions are included to enable either workshop or DIY fitment in approximately 30mins. The fitting instructions are included on our trade resources website SellARB.

Please take care during handling and installation to prevent scratches on stainless steel finish prior to customer hand-over.
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